We study the convergence in distribution of M{estimators over a convex kernel. Under convexity, the limit distribution of M{estimators can be obtained under minimal assumptions. We consider the case when the limit is arbitrary, not necessarily normal. If some Taylor expansions hold, the limit distribution is stable. As an application, we examine the limit distribution of M{estimators for the multivariate linear regression model. We obtain the distributional convergence of M{estimators for the multivariate linear regression model for a wide range of sequences of regressors and di erent types of conditions on the sequence of errors.
Abstract
We study the convergence in distribution of M{estimators over a convex kernel. Under convexity, the limit distribution of M{estimators can be obtained under minimal assumptions. We consider the case when the limit is arbitrary, not necessarily normal. If some Taylor expansions hold, the limit distribution is stable. As an application, we examine the limit distribution of M{estimators for the multivariate linear regression model. We obtain the distributional convergence of M{estimators for the multivariate linear regression model for a wide range of sequences of regressors and di erent types of conditions on the sequence of errors.
1. Introduction. There exists an extensive literature in estimators which are de ned as the minimizer of certain stochastic process. For example, a maximum likelihood estimator^ n is a value satisfying n X j=1 g(X j ;^ n ) = inf 2 n X j=1 g(X j ; ); where e ?g(x; ) , 2 , is a family of densities. Huber (1964) considered the case when e ?g (x; ) is not necessarily a density. These estimators are of interest because they have some robustness properties (see Huber, 1981; and Hampel, Ronchetti, Rousseeuw and Stahel, 1986) . Here, we propose to study the asymptotic behavior of^ n , where G n (^ n ) = inf 2 G n ( ); fG n ( ) : 2 g is a sequence of convex stochastic processes and is a Borel subet of IR d . We are interested in obtaining that M n (^ n ? 0 ) converges in distribution, where M n is a d d matrix and 0 2 IR d . Sometimes, it is useful to obtain a sequence of IR d {valued r.v.'s f n g approaching M n (^ n ? 0 ). We will see that if where r(x; ) = g(x; 0 + ) ? g(x; 0 ) ? 0 (x). These two conditions are conditions in Taylor expansions. We are expanding di erent terms in order to obtain a Taylor expansion for the M{estimator. If (1.4) holds the rate of convergence of the M{estimator is determined by the rate of convergence of a n n ?1 V ?1 P n i=1 ( (X i ) ? E (X i )]). Given g(x; ), we take (x) = @g @ (x; 0 ) and fa n g so that a n n ?1 V ?1 P n i=1 ( (X i ) ? E (X i )]) converges. The function (x) is known as the in uence function. Usually, fX i g is a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s. If the in uence function has heavy tails, fa n g is of an order of magnitude smaller than n 1=2 . Hence, under heavy tails, M{estimators converge at a rate slower than n 1=2 . We refer to Gnedenko and Kolmogorov (1968, Chapter 6) for necessary and su cient conditions for the convergence in distribution of b ?1 n P n j=1 ( j ? E j ]), where f j g is a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s and fb n g is a sequence of positive numbers.
In Section 2, we examine general results to obtain the limit distribution of^ n conveniently normalized. We present general results to obtain (1.2) and (1.4). Several authors have considered the asymptotic normality of M{estimators (or maximum likelihood estimators) under the normalizing sequence a n = n 1=2 (see for example Cram er, 1946, Chapter 33; Daniels, 1961; Huber, 1964 Huber, , 1967 Le Cam, 1970; Ser ing, 1980; Pollard, 1985; Brown, 1985; Haberman, 1989; Bai, Rao and Wu, 1992; Hjort and Pollard, 1993; and Koltchinskii, 1997) . Daniels (1961) showed that, under convexity, the conditions on the smoothness of the kernel to get the asymptotic normality of one dimensional maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) can be reduced drastically. Huber (1964) studied the asymptotic normality of M{estimators over a convex function g(x; ), when is one dimensional. He considered the M{estimator de ned as P n j=1 @g @ (X j ;^ n ) = 0: Brown (1985, see also Ritov, 1987 ) examined multivariate M{estimators de ned in last way. One of the problems with de ning M{estimators in this way is that some kernels are not necessarily di erentiable. Haberman (1989) considered general multivariate M{estimators with normal limit over a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s. Bai, Rao and Wu (1992) investigated M{estimators for the linear regression model over a convex kernel. Here, we consider the general case when the sequence of r.v.'s do not have to be i.i.d. and the limit is stable. We study the case when the kernel of the M{estimator is convex. Although, it is possible to prove limit distributions theorems of M{estimators without assuming convexity, convexity eases the job and it allows to obtain the results under minimal conditions.
In Section 3, we present several applications. First, we consider M{estimators for an i.i.d.
sequence of r.v.'s with possible stable limit. For example, if g(x; ) = jx ? j p , where x; 2 IR d , jxj is the Euclidean distance and p > 1, (1.4) applies giving that the M{estimator over this kernel can have a strictly stable limit distribution. In this case (x) = ?pjx ? 0 j p?2 (x ? 0 ). Since (x) = ?pjx ? 0 j p?2 (x ? 0 ) is bounded for p = 1, we do not obtain a strictly stable limit for the M{estimator over the kernel g(x; ) = jx? j. Since in the stable limit case, the rate of convergence is slower, it is better to have a kernel whose corresponding M{estimator is p n consistent for as many distributions of the sample as possible. This is the case if the in uence function (x) is bounded: n ?1=2 P n i=1 ( (X i ) ? E (X i )]) converges to a normal limit for any possible sequence of r.v.'s fX i g. We will see that the M{estimator over g(x; ) = (jx ? j), where is a convex, even function with continuous and bounded rst two derivatives and positive and uniformly continuous second derivative, is asymptotically normal assuming only that the distribution of the sample is symmetric. A kernel satisfying last conditions is (x) = x arctan(x) ? 2 ?1 log(x 2 + 1). For this kernel, 0 (x) = arctan(x).
We also 
This M{estimator (or particular cases) has been examined by several authors (see for example Bassett and Koenker, 1978; Bloom eld and Steiger, 1983; Bai, Chen, Wu and Zhao, 1989; Bai, Chen, Miao and Rao, 1990; Pollard, 1991; and Bai, Rao and Wu, 1992) . We will obtain the convergence in distribution of this estimator under minimal conditions in the sequence of r.v.'s fU i g and a wide range of predictor sequences fz i g. When (x) = jxj, this estimator is known as the LAD (least absolute deviations) estimator. When m = 1, Bassett and Koenker (1978) obtained asymptotic normality of the LAD estimator assuming that n ?1 P n i=1 z i z 0 i converges to a positive de nite symmetric matrix and that U has a continuous positive density in a neighborhood of zero. Bai, Chen, Wu and Zhao (1989) (see also Pollard, 1991) relaxed previous condition of the sequence fz j g to max 1 i n jS ?1=2 n z i j ! 0, where S n = P n i=1 z i z 0 i . Bai, Chen, Miao and Rao (1990) carried over previous result to the multivariate case. Bai, Rao and Wu (1992) considered the case of a general convex function . We will see that even if this condition does not hold, it is still possible to obtain convergence in distribution of the LAD estimator. Although, the limit may be nonnormal. In the regular cases, we will consider two types of sequences fz j g of regressors:
(B.1) For each b 2 IR m , max 1 j n jb 0 z 0
2) There are a sequence fM n g of d d positive de nite symmetric matrices, a sequence fy j g 1 j=1 of d m matrices and d m matrices fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g such that fM 0?1 n z 1 ; : : : ; M 0?1 n z n g = fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g; y n;j ! y j ; as n ! 1; for each j 1; with variance 2 > 0, the distribution of ( P n j=1 z 2 j ) 1=2 (^ n ? 0 ) is normal with mean zero and variance 2 . In this case, if P 1 j=1 z 2 j < 1,^ n does not converge to 0 in probability. If fU j g is a sequence of mean{zero normal i.i.d.r.v.'s in order to get an asymptotic limit distribution for ( P n j=1 z 2 j ) 1=2 (^ n ? 0 ) = ( P n j=1 z 2 j ) ?1=2 P n j=1 z j U j , we do not need any condition on the sequence fz j g at all. But to consider more general sequence of errors fU j g, we need some conditions in the sequence of regressors fz j g. Thus, to ask for either condition (B.1) or (B.2) is not too much to ask. Next, we present an example where the LS estimator does not converge for a sequence of regressors (which does not satisfy neither (B.1) nor (B.2)). Let z 2n?1 = z 2n = 2 n , for n 1, let 0 = 0 and let fU j g be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with PrfU j = 1g = PrfU j = ?1g = 1=2. Let M n = ( P n j=1 z 2 j ) 1=2 If the sequence fU j g has heavy tails the rate of convergence of the regression M{estimator decreases. In this case, we will require di erent conditions than (B.1) and (B.2), but somehow analogue to (B.1) and (B.2). We restrict ourselves to the case of nonrandom regressors. The asymptotic limit distribution of M{estimators for the linear regression model with random regressors is discussed in Arcones (1996) .
We will use the notation O Pr (1) and o Pr (1) in the usual sense. Given a sequence of r.v.'s fX n g and a sequence of positive numbers fa n g, we say that X n = O Pr (a n ), if
PrfjX n j Ma n g = 0:
We say that X n = o Pr (a n ), if lim n!1 PrfjX n j a n g = 0;
for each > 0.
2. General results on the convergence of M{estimators over convex kernels. In order to get the asymptotic distribution of^ n conveniently normalized, it su ces to use the following:
Theorem 1. Let fG n ( ) : 2 IR d g be a sequence of convex stochastic processes. Let fG( ) : 2 IR d g be a another stochastic process. Suppose that:
(iii) The nite dimensional distributions of fG n ( ) : 2 IR d g converge to those of fG( ) : 2 IR d g.
The previous theorem is Lemma 2.2 in Davis, Knight and Liu (1992) . Similar results have been used by many authors (see for example Prakasa Rao, 1968, Theorem 4.5; Kim and Pollard, 1990; P ug, 1995; and Geyer, 1996) . Usually, we will not apply Theorem 1 directly. Let fM n g be a sequence of invertible matrices. We have that M n (^ n ? 0 ) is the value that minimizes G n ( 0 + M ?1 n ) ? G n ( 0 ). The previous theorem gives that if fG n ( 0 + M ?1 n ) ? G n ( 0 ) : 2 g converges in distribution to fL( ) : 2 g, then M n (^ n ? 0 ) converges in distribution to the r.v.
In Section 3, we will see how this method gives new limit theorems for the M{estimators in the multivariate linear regression model. Usually, we will be interested in results of the type in (1.2). To obtain (1.2), we will use the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Let fX n ( ) : 2 IR d g be a sequence of stochastic processes. Let fx n g be a sequence of functions in IR d . Suppose that:
(i) X n ( ) and x n ( ) are convex in .
(ii) For each < 1, lim sup n!1 sup j j jx n ( )j < 1. for each < 1. Lemma 2 can be proved similarly to this lemma.
The following theorem gives some general conditions to obtain (1.2).
Theorem 3. Let be a subset of IR d . Let fG n ( ) : 2 g be a sequence of stochastic processes. Let 0 be a point in the interior of . Let fM n g and let fV n g be two sequences of nonsingular symmetric d d matrices. Let f n g be a sequence of IR d {valued r.v.'s. Suppose that:
(ii)^ n =^ n (X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) is a sequence of IR d {valued random variables such that G n (^ n ) inf 2 G n ( ) + o Pr (1) for n large enough, where 0 < c < 2 ?1 lim inf n!1 inf j j=1 0 V n . By (2.2) and (2.3), G n ( 0 + M ?1 n~ n ) ? G n ( 0 ) + c 2 + o Pr (1) j j ?1 (G n (t) ? G n ( 0 )) + j j ?1 (j j ? )(G n ( 0 + M ?1 n~ n ) ? G n ( 0 )): So, for j j > ,
Hence, the claim follows. 
Then, a n (^ n ? 0 ) + 2 ?1 a n n ?1 V ?1
where^ n is any sequence of random variables such that
Usually, r(x; ) 0. This happens if (x) = @g @ (x; 0 ). In the case of independent r.v.'s, by the limit theorem for triangular arrays (see Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, 1968, Theorem 25 .1), condition (iii) in the previous theorem holds if E (X)] = 0; and for each 2 IR d and each > 0, n Prfn ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n )j g ! 0;
(2:6) a 2 n E r(X; a ?1 n )I n ?1 a 2 n jr(X;a ?1 n )j 1 ] ! 0 (2:7) and n ?1 a 4 n E r 2 (X; a ?1 n )I n ?1 a 2 n jr(X;a ?1
(2:8) It is easy to see that these conditions are implied by nE (n ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n )j)^(n ?2 a 4 n r 2 (X; a ?1 n ))] ! 0:
When a n = n 1=2 last condition is if and only if nE (n ?1 a 2 n jr(X; a ?1 n )j)^(n ?2 a 4 n r 2 (X; a ?1 n ))] ! 0:
In the case a n = n 1=2 , Theorem 4 recovers the main result in Haberman (1989) . It is worthy to notice that the conditions to obtain asymptotic normality of M{estimators are clearer stated in Theorem 4 than in Haberman (1989) . He took (x) = @g @ (x; 0 ), if the derivative exists; and a function such that r(x; ) = g(x; 0 + ) ? g(x; 0 ) ? 0 (x) 0, for each , if the derivative does not exist. Condition 7 in Haberman (1989) is that E g(X; )] has a nonsingular second derivative. This implies condition (ii) in Theorem 4. Condition 9 in Haberman (1989) a ?2 E r(X; a )] + a ?2 E r(X; a )I <r(X;a ) ] ! 0 V : So, (2.8) follows. Condition 8 in Haberman (1989) is that E j (X)j 2 ] < 1. This implies condition (iv) in Theorem 4 with a n = n 1=2 . Huber (1964) also obtained the asymptotic normality of M{estimators over a convex kernel.
He considered the particular case g(x; ) = (x ? ), x; 2 IR.
(2.9) is close to the condition that Le Cam (1970) calls di erentiability in quadratic mean. This condition is lim !0 j j ?2 E jr(X; )j 2 ] = 0:
This condition is stronger than (2.9). For example, if fX j g 1 j=1 is a sequence of symmetric nondegenerate i.i.d.r.v.'s, (x) = e x 2 and 0 = 0. Theorem 4 with a n = n 1=2 and (x) = e x 2 2x applies if E e 2X 2 X 2 ] < 1. But, Theorem 4 with condition (iii) substituted by (2.11) applies only if E e 2X 2 + jXj ] < 1, for some > 0. This example also shows why the result in Huber (1964) is weaker than that in Haberman (1989) . Huber (1964) 3. Several results on the limit distribution of M{estimators. First, we consider the M{estimator de ned by minimizing G n ( ) = P n i=1 g(X i ; ), where fX i g is a sequence of r.v.'s. The M{estimator over the kernel g(x; ) = (x ? ), where : IR d ! IR is a convex function was considered by Huber (1964, Lemma 4) The proofs of the theorems in this section are in the Appendix. Limit theorems for the M{estimators in the previous theorem with a n = n 1=2 have been considered by several authors. For example, when a n = n 1=2 and 1 p < 2, Huber (1967, Example 5.1) obtained previous result, assuming the extra condition that E jX ? j p?2 ] K < 1, for in some neighborhood of 0 . The general case, with arbitrary a n has not been considered before.
Since (x) = ?pjx ? 0 j p?2 (x ? 0 ) is a bounded function for p = 1, we do not get nondegenerate stable limits of order 1 < < 2 in this situation. Of course, we can get normal limits (see for example Arcones, 1995) . In the situation in the previous theorem, for p 2 and symmetric distributions about 0 , to get asymptotic normality, we need E jX ? 0 j 2p?2 ] < 1. This condition is stronger as p increases. So, the M{estimators over the kernel g(x; ) = jx ? j p , for p > 2, are worst than the mean (case p = 2). We are imposing symmetry in the distribution, because otherwise di erent M{estimators are estimating di erent parameters and we cannot compare them. If 1 < p 2 and X has a symmetric distribution about 0 , to get asymptotic normality of the M{estimator over g(x; ) = jx ? j p , we need E jX ? 0 j p?2 ] < 1 and E jX ? 0 j 2p?2 ] < 1. For 1 < p 2, the condition E jX ? 0 j p?2 ] < 1 is weaker as p increases. For 1 < p 2, the condition E jX ? 0 j 2p?2 ] < 1 is stronger as p increases. So, for 1 < p 2, we cannot compare the M{estimators over the kernel g(x; ) = jx ? j p in the previous sense. The previous comment is also true for 1 p 2.
Between the considered rates, the best possible is n 1=2 . This rate is attained if the kernel is smooth enough. By Theorem 4, we have convergence at rate n 1=2 of the M{estimators over a But, in order that the second derivative to be positive de nite, we must have Prfj 0 Uj = j jjUjg < 1, for each 6 = 0. This only can happen in the multivariate case.
The univariate case has been considered by Bai, Chen, Wu and Zhao (1989) (see also Pollard, 1991) . They showed that if the median of U is 0; U has a continuous density f U (u) in a neighborhood of 0; for n large enough, P n j=1 z j z 0 j has a positive de nite square root S n and max 1 j n jS ?1 n z j j ! 0. It is well known that to have asymptotic normality for the median is not needed to have a density in a neighborhood of the median. It su ces that the derivative of the distribution function at the median is positive (see for example Smirnov, 1949) . This also happens to the univariate LAD estimator: converges in distribution to a multinormal distribution with mean zero and covariance equal to the identity matrix.
In the multivariate case, we have the following: converges in distribution to a multinormal distribution with mean zero and covariance equal to the identity matrix.
The previous case was considered by Bai, Chen, Miao and Rao (1990) . The conditions that we imposed are weaker than theirs. They required U to have a bounded density in a neighborhood of 0. This condition implies E jUj ?1 ] < 1, but not vice versa. converges in distribution to a multinormal distribution with mean zero and covariance equal to the identity matrix.
Next, we see that under condition (B.2), M{estimators for the multivariate linear regression model could converge, even though the limit could be nonnormal. The following theorem allows to obtain a limit distribution for a M{estimator for the multivariate linear regression model, without having necessarily a normal limit. and d m matrices fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g such that fM 0?1 n z 1 ; : : : ; M 0?1 n z n g = fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g; y n;j ! y j ; as n ! 1; for each j 1;
for each > 0; and lim
(ii) There exists a r.v.~ such that
Then, M n (^ n ? 0 ) converges in distribution to~ , where^ n is any sequence of r.v.'s such that
We will apply the previous theorem in the following way:
Corollary 12. Under the above notation, let > 0, suppose that: (i) There are a positive de nite symmetric matrix M n , a sequence d dimensional vectors fy j g 1 j=1 and d dimensional vectors fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g such that fM 0?1 (i) F U (0) = 2 ?1 , F U (u) is di erentiable at u = 0 and F 0 U (0) > 0, where F U (u) = PrfU ug. According to Theorem 10 in the case d = m = 1, the order of convergence of the M{estimator is ( P n j=1 z 2 j ) 1=2 . In the situation in Theorem 15, the order of convergence of the M{estimator is ( P n j=1 jz j j ) ?1= P n j=1 z 2 j . This order is slower than the previous one: (iii) ( P n j=1 jz j j ) ?1 P n j=1 jz j j I z j 0 converges as n ! 1 and The previous theorems consider sequences of regressors satisfying a condition similar to (B.1). Next, we consider the case when the regressors satisfy a condition similar to (B.2). Next theorem considers L p estimators which do not satisfy the moment conditions in Theorem 17 and regressors satisfying a condition similar to (B.2). (iv) There are a positive de nite symmetric matrix M n , a sequence d dimensional vectors fy j g 1 j=1 and d dimensional vectors fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g such that fM 0?1 n z 1 ; : : : ; M 0?1 n z n g = fy n;1 ; : : : ; y n;n g; y n;j ! y j ; as n ! 1; for each j 1; Then, M n (^ n ? 0 ) converges in distribution to~ , where^ n is any sequence of r.v.'s such that
In the case d = m = 1 and z j > 0, condition (iv) in previous theorem holds with M n = ( P n j=1 jz j j ) 1= in the following cases:
(i) If P 1 j=1 jz j j < 1.
(ii) If z j % 1 and ( P n i=1 z i ) ?1= z n ! a, for some a > 0 We also have It is easy to see that V is a positive de nite.
By a similar argument to the previous one, it is possible to see that (jx ? j) = (jxj) ? jxj ?1 ( 0 x) 0 (jxj)I x6 =0 + O(j j^j j 2 jxj ?1 )I x6 =0 + o(j j); where the remainder is o(j j) uniformly on x. Last expansion implies (2.11) with (x) = jxj ?1 x 0 (jxj)I x6 =0 . Proof of Theorem 7. The result follows from Theorem 3 with
M n = B ?1=2 n A n , V n = B 1=2 n A ?1 n B 1=2 n and n = ? P n i=1 B 1=2 n A ?1 n z i (U i ).
Let S n = P n j=1 z j z 0 j . We claim that if S n is invertible, so are A n and B n . Given a matrix M, let u(M) = sup j j=1 0 M and let l(M) = inf j j=1 0 M . We have that 0 A n l(A) 0 S n and l(A) > 0. Thus, if S n is invertible, so is A n . A similar argument applies to B n . We claim that max and condition (ii) in Corollary 12 is satis ed.
We consider the case when n ?1= P n j=1 ( (U j )?E (U j )]) converges in distribution for some 1 < < 2. This implies (Rva ceva, 1962; Theorem 4.2) that there exists a nite measure ? on B = fs 2 IR d : jsj = 1g such that t Prfj (U)j tg is slowly varying and lim t!1 t Pr (U) j (U)j 2 A; j (U)j tr = ? (A) r ; for each r > 0 and for each A B with ?(@A) = 0. We will need the following lemma, whose proof can be found in Arcones (1996) : Lemma A. 3. If n ?1= P n j=1 ( (U j ) ? E (U j )]) converges in distribution for some 1 < < 2, then V n = a n M 0?1 n A n M ?1 n and n = ? P n j=1 M 0?1 n A ?1 n z j (U j ), where a n = (sup j j=1 0 M 0?1 n A n M 0?1 n ) ?1 .
We have Let = sup t>0 t Prfj (U)j tg. Condition (ii) implies that < 1. By an integration by parts, is easy to see that
